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A
ABSTRACT

T
Touch screen surfaces largee enough for ten-finger inp
put
hhave become increasingly popular,
p
yet typing
t
on touch
sscreens pales in comparison
n to physical keyboards. We
W
eexamine typing
g patterns that emerge when
n expert users of
pphysical keybo
oards touch-typ
pe on a flat surrface. Our aim is
too inform futuree designs of touch screen key
yboards, with th
he
uultimate goal of supporting to
ouch-typing wiith limited tactiile
ffeedback. To study
s
the issues inherent to flat-glass
f
typin
ng,
w
we asked 20 expert typistts to enter teext under thrree
cconditions: (1) with no visuall keyboard and
d no feedback on
o
innput errors, then (2) with
h and (3) without
w
a visu
ual
kkeyboard, but with some feedback.
f
We analyzed touch
ccontact points and
a hand conto
ours, looking at
a attributes such
aas natural fing
ger positioning
g, the spread of hits amon
ng
inndividual keyss, and the patteern of non-fing
ger touches. We
W
aalso show that expert typists exhibit
e
spatiallly consistent key
ppress distributiions within an
n individual, which provid
des
eevidence that eyes-free toucch-typing may be possible on
o
toouch surfaces and points to the role of peersonalization in
ssuch a solution. We conclude with implicatiions for design
n.

Figure 1. Finger (bluee) and non-fingger (yellow) tou
uches in the
wing space betw
ween hands,
unrestrricted typing ccondition, show
separatte left and riight space barr areas, and eevidence of
forearm
ms and heels off the hands restiing on the screeen. (N = 20)

keyboaard [2,12]. Inddeed, text entryy has been called out as a
major deficiency off tabletops inn multiple stuudies (e.g.
m sustained uuse [22,32]
[3,25])), potentially ddetracting from
and evven leading ussers to alter thheir linguistic style [32].
Physiccal keyboards have been prooposed as a soolution for
tabletoop interaction [[10], which, allthough useful,, highlights
the faillings of currennt software-based methods.

A
Author Keywo
ords

T
Touch-typing, multi-touch
m
inp
put, tabletop co
omputing.

T
Touch surfacess have become pervasive, mo
ost commonly in
thhe form of mobile
m
phoness, and increassingly as larg
ger
taablets and in
nteractive tabletops (e.g., Apple
A
iPad an
nd
M
Microsoft Surfaace). Unlike th
heir mobile pho
one counterparts,
taablets and tablletops are largee enough to acccommodate teenffinger text inpu
ut. Despite thee importance of text entry on
o
thhese devices, however,
h
comm
mon methods for entering teext
ppale in effectiiveness compaared to typing
g on a physiccal

A majoor challenge oof typing on flaat surfaces is tthe lack of
tactile feedback, nott just in the phhysical percepttion of key
me row [2].
depres sions but also in the ability tto feel the hom
As a reesult, users muust visually atteend to the keybboard at all
times. Inadvertent toouches occur frequently onn tabletops
which makes touch screen keyboards vullnerable to
[25], w
spuriouus input, espeecially from tthe user’s arm
m or palm.
Howevver, touch screeen keyboards also offer rich potential
for cusstomization andd adaptation beecause they aree softwarebased. Despite this ppotential, com
mmercial implementations
micked the
of tenn-finger keybboards have largely mim
traditioonal QWERTY keyboard (e.gg., Apple iPad,, Microsoft
Surfac e, Canesta kkeyboard [24])). Research aapproaches
includee adaptive keyyboards [5,11] and wearable keyboards
[6], buut have not yet offered high performance texxt input.
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In this paper, we exaamine typing patterns that em
merge when
expert users of phyysical keyboarrds touch-type on a flat
Our aim is to inform future designs of
surfacee (Figure 1). O
touch screen keybboards, with the ultimatee goal of
supporrting touch-typping with limitted tactile feeddback. We
employyed a techniquue evocative off a user-defined interface
(e.g., [ 33]): we askedd 20 touch-typiists to enter phrrases using
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H
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innterfaces—inp
put devices and
d strategies.
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an interactive tabletop under three conditions: (1) with no
visual keyboard and no feedback, then (2) with and (3)
without a visual keyboard, and with some feedback. We
were interested in questions such as: What will the
distribution of key presses look like if users are given no
visual constraints when typing? Will the centroids for each
key follow the layout of a standard rectangular keyboard?
Will certain keys have a larger spread of hits? By using
vision algorithms to detect hand contours, can we identify
differences among users in key-to-hand mappings?

tactile feedback during text entry and found that feedback
on the wrist or upper arm improved typing speed. None of
the previous work has studied ten-finger typing patterns, at
most reporting speed, error rates, and subjective feedback.
Virtual Keyboards

Virtual keyboards provide a temporary allocation of screen
space for text entry. Solutions using a mouse, eye-trackers,
or other assistive technologies have been studied for
accessible text entry (e.g. [16,28]). For the broader
community, studies have largely focused on stylus or
direct-touch interfaces. Although findings described in this
section are highly relevant to ten-finger typing, there will be
differences in biomechanics and efficiency because most of
these techniques support a single point of input.

Our findings have implications for the design of static and
personalized touch screen keyboards. Based on finger touch
data, we show that a curved keyboard with a gap between
the hands is a more natural representation of actual typing
patterns on flat surfaces than a standard rectangular
keyboard. We also show that some keys are more difficult
to hit consistently than others, suggesting those keys should
be made larger (e.g., keys assigned to the little fingers).
Typing patterns varied widely among users, but finger
placement per key was highly reliable within an individual:
with a simple classification approach using centroids of the
key hit points, we classified key presses at 90% accuracy in
a condition where there was no visual keyboard.

Past research has examined key positioning and size. Sears
et al. [27] found that smaller keys reduced text entry speed
and increased errors. However, later work by MacKenzie
and Zhang [21] found that, although a smaller keyboard
increased errors compared to a larger one, there was no
reduction in speed. This is in keeping with the application
of Fitts’ law to performance optimization of virtual
keyboards [38].
Researchers have also explored relaxing the requirement to
precisely hit each key. Kristensson and Zhai [14] proposed
a method whereby the overall geometric shape formed by
all of the hit points for a word is considered in linguistic
matching. This approach was expanded on by Rashid and
Smith [23] to enable typing without a priori determining the
position of the keyboard, albeit with an extremely high
error rate. Gunawardana et al. [9] proposed a method to
expand or contract key areas for each press based on
linguistic models, building on previous work by Goodman
et al. [7] and Al Faraj et al. [1]. In similar work, Himberg et
al. proposed adaptation through the movement of individual
keys [11]. Alternatives to tapping a virtual QWERTY
keyboard have also been proposed, including alternate key
layouts [15,20,35,37], gestures [30], and methods that
enable users to stroke between keys [13,36].

This paper contributes a formative study of unconstrained
typing patterns on a flat surface, and an empirical basis for
future development of ten-finger flat-surface keyboards.
We also show that expert typists exhibit spatially consistent
key press distributions within an individual, which provides
evidence that eyes-free text input may be possible on touch
surfaces and points to the role of personalization in such a
solution. Finally, we also contribute design implications for
both static and personalized touch screen keyboards.
RELATED WORK

Adding to the techniques mentioned in the Introduction, we
discuss text entry for large multi-touch devices, virtual
keyboard work in general, and physical keyboards.
Tabletops & Text Entry

In 2007, Hinrichs et al. [12] surveyed text entry techniques
for tabletops, dividing the space into external methods (e.g.,
physical keyboards) and on-screen methods (e.g., virtual
keyboards). Most of the on-screen methods were for small,
mobile touch screens and none supported ten fingers.
Hinrichs et al. [12] also offered evaluation criteria for
tabletop text entry, such as the need for rotatability, onscreen mobility, and support for multi-person interaction. In
an observational study of tabletop use, Ryall et al. [25]
offered another general finding that has implications for
typing: the difficulty of distinguishing between intentional
and inadvertent touches of fingers, hands, and arms.

Physical Keyboards

The first practical typewriter was introduced in 1874 and
touch-typing gained prominence a few decades later due to
performance advantages and reduced fatigue over hunt-andpeck typing [4]. The development of touch-typing expertise
requires extensive training [4], with skilled typists reaching
speeds of 60 WPM or higher [8].
Previous work on common typing errors serves as the basis
for some of our own analysis. Errors include misstrokes,
which result from inaccurate finger movement, omissions,
insertions, and interchanging of letters in the text [8].
Substitution errors, where one letter is substituted for
another, occur most commonly in the same row or column,
and can even be homologous (mirror-image position on the
opposite hand) [8]. In a survey of typing studies, one
relevant finding Salthouse [26] reports is that different
fingers result in different error frequencies.

Complementing our work, recent research has focused on
tactile feedback to support tabletop text entry. Weiss et al.
[31] proposed a silicon keyboard overlay that could
potentially support eyes-free typing; no evaluation has yet
been reported. McAdam and Brewster [17] studied distal
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S
STUDY OF SK
KILLED TYPIST
TS

T
To observe uncconstrained typ
ping patterns on
o a flat surfacce,
w
we asked skilleed typists to entter text under three
t
condition
ns:
1) no feedbaack and no keyb
board (unrestrricted typing),
2) asterisk feeedback and no
o keyboard,
3) asterisk feedback
fe
and a visible keyboaard.
T
The two cond
ditions withou
ut a visible keyboard (1--2)
ccaptured naturaal typing patterrns without the user adapting to
a particular virttual form facto
or. In the unrestricted conditio
on
((1), participantts were unaw
ware of spurio
ous and missin
ng
he most naturall typing possiblle,
toouches, which allowed for th
m
mimicking an ideal
i
touch-typ
ping keyboard.. In the feedback
cconditions (2-3
3), output wass in the form of asterisks for
f
eeach non-spacee touch. The assterisks alloweed users to avo
oid
sspurious touch
hes and ensuree touches regiistered with th
he
ddevice withou
ut causing ch
hanges in po
ose and fing
ger
pplacement by showing
s
which
h key they haad hit. Feedback
w
was also necesssary to create a 1:1 mapping
g between touch
eevents and lettters in the preesented phrasee in the asteriisk
fe
feedback, no keyboard
k
cond
dition (2), sincce there was no
n
uunderlying mod
del of key locaations.

Figure 2. Task interfaace, showing thee asterisk feedbaack, visible
keyboarrd condition. H
Hand contours aand finger touch
h point are
for illu stration only an
nd were not displayed to userss.

P
Participants

T
Twenty skilled touch-typists (8
( female) rang
ging in age fro
om
220 to 44 (M
M = 29.3) partticipated in our study. All
A
pparticipants reg
gularly used a rectangular ph
hysical keyboaard
((not a split or “natural” key
yboard). We evaluated
e
typin
ng
eexpertise with a physical keyb
board typing teest at the start of
eeach session using
u
TextTest, a text entry evaluation to
ool
[34]. Participan
nts typed twen
nty phrases, ran
ndomly selecteed
ffrom the MacK
Kenzie phrase set
s [19] (the saame phrase set as
uused for the ex
xperimental taasks). Mean ty
yping speed was
w
885.0 WPM (SD = 19.4) with a mean corrected error rate of
22.5% (SD = 1.5
5) and a mean uncorrected errror rate of 0.1%
((SD = 0.2). On
nly two particiipants had exp
perience with an
innteractive tablee, but all particcipants had useed a touch screen
m
mobile phone. Participants
P
weere compensateed $30.

Figure 3. Input area at start of a trrial in the unresstricted and
asteriskk feedback, no keyboard cond
ditions. Red doots indicate
where tto place thumb s based on per--user configurattion.
Typing
g Interfaces

A shorrt configurationn step was reqquired at the sttart of each
conditiion: participannts placed theirr hands in a comfortable
positioon within the input area (Fiigure 2) and tthe system
recordeed the (x,y) loccations of the tthumbs, and ussed them to
place tthe keyboard. Participants could place thheir hands
anywhhere within thee input area forr this configurration step.
The inpput area was innactive at the sstart of each trial.

A
Apparatus

P
Participants satt at a Microsofft Surface table, which ran th
he
eexperiment so
oftware. The Surface API reported touch
eevents, which served as the input signal. In addition, our
o
ssoftware processed raw imag
ges provided by the Surface to
eextract addition
nal information
n about the paarticipant’s han
nd
pplacement. Wee computed th
he convex hulll of each han
nd
uusing custom vision algorith
hms and Emg
gu CV, an open
ssource C♯ wrap
pper for the Op
penCV library.1

Conditition 1: Unrestriccted (No Feedb
back, No Keyb
board)

The gooal of this conddition was to obbserve how exppert typists
positioon their handss and fingers on the screenn and type
withouut the constrainnts of a visual kkeyboard layouut or issues
with toouch-input reccognition errors. We were innterested in
studyinng hand and finger placem
ment, such aas whether
particippants would reest their fingerss on the home rrow during
trials. Participants uused the interfface shown inn Figure 2,
exceptt that the inpuut area was ccompletely blannk and no
feedbaack was providded on typing input (i.e., no asterisks).
Particippants were innstructed to, “type comforrtably and
naturallly, but also qquickly and acccurately, as yyou would
normallly do on a regu
gular keyboard..”

F
Figure 2 show
ws a screenshot of the experriment softwarre,
w
with the preseented phrase at the top of the screen, a
rrectangular tex
xt input area, and
a the “Next phrase” butto
on,
w
which allowed participants to
o advance throu
ugh the task. Th
he
aapplication wass coded in C♯ .NET
.
3.5. The system recorded
loogging data with
w millisecond
d timestamps. For the physiccal
tyyping test, an external
e
22" monitor
m
(1680×1050 resolutio
on)
aand rectangularr keyboard werre used.
1

To maaintain a degreee of consistenncy across trialls, two red
dots aappeared at tthe start of each trial, w
where the
particippant’s thumbs had been during the configuuration step
(Figuree 3). Participannts placed theiir hands in thee input area
with thheir thumbs ovver the red dotts and requestted that the

http://www.emg
gu.com and http://opencv.willow
wgarage.com
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was to o small. The sspace key was taller (by 1.5 ttimes) than
the othher keys, as iss common on physical keyboards. The
keyboaard was placedd such that thhe center of thhe spacebar
was p ositioned at tthe mid-point of the thum
mb location
during initial configuuration. This ppositioning waas meant to
place th
the keyboard m
most comfortabbly for each useer.
Instrucctions in both asterisk feedbback conditionns were to
type c omfortably annd naturally, bbut with an em
mphasis to
place ffingers accuraately and to coorrect errors. A
As such, a
backsppace gesture w
was provided as a right-to--left swipe
(> 0.5"") anywhere oon the right haalf of the keyyboard, we
used thhe gesture insttead of a backkspace key to aavoid hand
drift w
while correctingg errors. Particcipants were innstructed to
ensure their asteriskss and spaces linned up with chharacters in
the preesented text beefore advancingg to the next trrial (Figure
5). Thee ambiguity oof the asteriskss often made tthe precise
locatioon (i.e., charaacter index) oof an error ddifficult to
identify
fy, especiallyy if particiipants typed quickly.
Particippants were askked to delete thhe entire word containing
an extrra or missing character if thhey were uncerrtain about
the exaact location off the error. Thiis obviously afffected text
entry sspeeds but gavee us the abilityy to infer users’ intention,
which is critical for tthe purposes off our study.

Figure 4. Thee asterisk feedba
ack, no keyboard
d condition had
d
inactive areas and a T-shaped
d spacebar that were not visiblee.

Figure 5. Sam
mple asterisk feedback, showing input errors.

eexperimenter activate
a
the keyboard. The experimenter
e
did
d
sso by pressing a button on th
he right of thee screen, causin
ng
thhe red dots to
o disappear an
nd the input arrea to turn lig
ght
bblue. The particcipant entered the phrase by touch-typing on
o
thhe flat-glass surface. No backspace
b
was provided, but
b
pparticipants cou
uld request to restart
r
the triall if they felt they
hhad committed typing errors.
C
Conditions 2 & 3: Asterisk Fee
edback

T
The goal of thee asterisk feed
dback condition
ns was to colleect
aan input streaam that could
d be reliably processed an
nd
m
mapped to user intention. Acccurately labelled touch even
nts
w
were necessary
y to evaluate typ
ping patterns in
n detail.

Ratherr than having tthe experimentter activate thee keyboard
as wa s done in thhe unrestrictedd condition, pparticipants
activatted the keyboaard themselvees by briefly pplacing 10
fingerss on the screen then remooving them. T
This action
alloweed participants to situate theeir fingers on home row
w existed), and was meant
(whethher or not a vissible home row
to reduuce inadvertennt touches at the start of a trial. To
provid e feedback onn the activatioon, the input aarea turned
fingers were deetected, and bluue once the
orangee when all 10 fi
fingerss were lifted.. Because thee goals of thhe asterisk
feedbaack conditionss were not the same ass for the
unrestrricted conditiion, the incoonsistency in activation
methodd did not affectt the quality off collected dataa.

C
Condition 2: Assterisk feedbacck, no keyboarrd. Similar to th
he
uunrestricted condition, this co
ondition presen
nted only a blan
nk
innput area to participants.
p
Ag
gain, based on
n the location of
thhe thumbs du
uring the conffiguration step
p, two red do
ots
aappeared at thee start of each
h trial to guidee participants to
cconsistent hand
d placement accross trials (Fig
gure 3); the do
ots
ddisappeared affter input areaa activation. Although
A
only a
bblank input area was shown to
o users, unlikee the unrestricted
ccondition, an underlying keeyboard model disambiguated
sspacebar pressees, letter key presses,
p
and alll other touchees.
T
This allowed spacebar
s
pressses to be prop
perly labeled as
sspaces and key
y presses as astterisks for the visual feedbacck.
F
Figure 4 displaays elements of
o the underlying input mod
del
thhat were nott visible durin
ng the test: (1) a T-shaped
sspacebar area was
w placed based on the loccation of thum
mbs
dduring the configuration step
p, such that thee intersection of
thhe T was at the midpoint between the thumbs,
t
and (2)
(
innactive areas on either sid
de of the spaccebar, to redu
uce
sspurious key presses
p
from palms or forearrms. The simp
ple
hheuristic used to place the spacebar
s
was enough that th
he
hhidden spaceb
bar worked fo
or most partiicipants witho
out
hhaving to recon
nfigure the locaation of the thu
umbs.

Experiiment Design

We ussed a within--subjects, singgle-factor desiggn (typing
interfaace). The unresstricted conditiion was alwayss presented
first soo that participaants would nott be biased by experience
with innput errors on tthe touch screeen or by the layyout of the
visual keyboard. Thhe asterisk feedback condittions were
counteerbalanced, wiith participants randomly aassigned to
orders.. As such, wee treat data froom the unresttricted and
asterissk feedback connditions separaately.
Proced
dure

Study sessions were designed to laast 1.5 hours. P
Participants
compleeted a questioonnaire to colllect demograpphic informationn and experience with touch screens, follow
wed by the
physicaal keyboard tyyping test. Partiicipants then coompleted 5
practicce phrases and 40 test phrasees with each oof the three
typing conditions. O
Opportunities to rest weree provided
To cover all lettters in the
midwaay through the test blocks. T
alphabbet, half of the phrases in thee test set consissted of two
pangraams: the quickk brown fox juumped over the lazy dog

C
Condition 3: Asterisk feedb
back, visible keyboard. Th
his
ccondition pressented a recctangular QWEERTY keyboaard
((Figure 2). Key
y size and placeement were baased on the touch
sscreen keyboarrd provided by
y the Microsofft Surface. Keys
w
were 0.9" in width and height,
h
slightly
y larger than a
pphysical keybo
oard (0.75"). We
W confirmed
d the use of th
he
laarger size baseed on feedback
k during early pilots that 0.75"
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and pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs, while the
remaining phrases were randomly selected from the
MacKenzie phrase set [19]. The random phrases and
pangrams were intermixed. For each condition, the thumb
configuration step was done once for the practice phrases
and redone before the test phrases to allow participants to
adjust their hands if they wished. Finally, feedback
questionnaires were administered.

using a Bonferroni adjustment. Reported fractional degrees
of freedom (dfs) are from Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments.
When parametric tests were not appropriate because the
data violated the assumption of normality, we applied nonparametric equivalents, such as the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. We report significant findings at p < .05.
RESULTS

We examine the unrestricted typing condition before
exploring the asterisk feedback conditions in more depth.

Exploratory Questions

The three conditions were designed to answer different
questions. We summarize the most salient here.

Unrestricted Typing: No Keyboard, No Feedback

Our goals were to learn how quickly users can type on a flat
surface when they assume their input is accurate, and to
observe the pattern of touches, especially those that were
not the result of user-intended actions. The mean number of
reset trials per user was 20.8% (SD = 9.9). Figure 1 shows
finger and non-finger touch points for all participants.

Unrestricted Typing

1. How fast can users type on a flat surface when they
assume their input is accurate?
2. How many finger and non-finger touches occur and
where do they occur?
3. How do the number of finger touches compare to the
length of the presented text?

Typing speed was 31% slower than the physical keyboard.
We calculated WPM following MacKenzie [18]:
| |
1
1
WPM
60
5
where T is the final transcribed string and S is the elapsed
time in seconds, in our case, from first to last finger touch
in a trial. For reset trials, we discarded input from before
the reset. This measure provides an indication of the speed
that users could achieve on a flat surface under ideal
conditions. Participants typed an average of 58.5 WPM
(SD = 18.0), with a range of 31.3 to 92.7 WPM. Although
mean WPM was 31% slower than the physical keyboard, it is
still almost 25 WPM faster than the predicted expert typing
speed of a stylus-based QWERTY keyboard [37].

Asterisk Feedback, Visible Keyboard and No Keyboard

1. How fast will users type with a visible keyboard versus
no keyboard? How many errors will they commit?
2. Is the emergent keyboard layout based on actual key
presses different between the two conditions in terms of
curvature and distance between hands?
3. Do some keys have greater x- or y-axis deviation than
others? Are such findings systematic by row or column?
4. Do key-to-hand mappings follow the touch-typing
standard (T, G, B to left hand and Y, H, N to right hand)?
5. Are key press locations for each key consistent? How
reliably can we classify key presses based on the
observed centroids of key presses?

Fingers often rested on the screen, especially at the start of
a trial. At the start of each trial, participants placed their
hands in preparation for typing, with most participants
resting at least some fingers on the screen, as if on the home
row (fingers down at start: M = 5.08, SD = 2.94, range: 0 to
10). We also compared the number of finger touches after
the trial start to the length of the presented text. There were
slightly more finger touches than expected (ratio of finger
touches to length of the presented text: M = 1.07,
SD = 0.07), indicating that participants sometimes rested
their fingers on the screen or brushed them inadvertently
against it. However, looking at occurrences where three or
more fingers were down simultaneously, we found that only
five participants exhibited this behavior more than once (for
those five: M = 0.45 occurrences per trial, SD = 0.48).
These results demonstrate the need to support fingers
resting on the home row between text entry sequences, but
not necessarily during a sequence.

Data and Analysis

Across all participants, we collected 50,289 labeled key
presses from the asterisk tasks, and 27,830 unlabeled finger
touches in the unrestricted condition. In addition, on every
touch down event (as opposed to moved or up events), we
processed the raw image and recorded the convex hull
around each hand. Due to a technical problem, only the left
hand convex hull was recorded for the first 8 participants—
this was remedied for the remaining participants.
Although we asked participants to correct all errors in the
asterisk conditions, the ambiguity of providing asterisks as
output meant that uncertainty remained in the labeling.
Expert typists recognize between 40-70% of their own
typing errors by feel and without visual feedback [26],
which means that errors likely remained in the data due to
the ambiguous visual feedback we provided. Clear cases of
mislabeled key presses can be identified: for example,
typing E then M instead of the opposite. To account for these
mislabelings, we removed outlying points for each key that
were more than three standard deviations away from the
mean in either the x or y direction (1.8% of instances).

Hand and arm position varied. Fewer than half the
participants (N = 7) consistently rested their hands on the
screen, while the remaining participants rested their
forearms on the edge of the table and hovered their palms.
These behaviors resulted in more than one non-finger touch
per word (per trial: M = 8.24, SD = 4.41). As Figure 1
shows, however, finger and non-finger touches were highly

We used repeated measures ANOVAs and paired two-tailed
t-tests for our analyses. All post hoc pairwise comparisons
following the ANOVAs were protected against Type I error
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ssegmented, sug
ggesting that a simple approacch of creating an
innactive area un
nder each palm
m should be highly effective at
ffiltering non-fin
nger touches (ssee Discussion
n for details).

Typing
g Speed and Errrors (Keystrokkes Per Characcter)

Althouugh the main ggoal of the asteerisk feedback conditions
was noot to measure typing speedd and errors, w
we analyze
them ffor completenness. We calcculated WPM as for the
unrestrricted conditioon, with elapseed time as the first to last
key prress per trial. The average WPM was sim
milar across
conditiions: 27.5 (SD
D = 7.8) with tthe visible keyyboard and
28.1 (SSD = 9.6) withh no keyboard. This difference was not
statisticcally signifiicant (t19 = 00.43, p = .6669). That
particippants were sslower in theese trials thaan in the
unrestrricted typing condition is unsurprising, given the
emphaasis on accuracyy and the preseence of feedbacck.

A
Asterisk Feedb
back Conditio
ons

F
From the unreestricted typin
ng condition, we
w learned th
hat
uusers can type quickly on a flat
fl surface if th
hey assume theeir
ffeedback is corrrect. With thee asterisk feed
dback conditions
w
we can conducct a more detaiiled analysis off typing patterrns
uusing the 1:1 correspondencce between to
ouch events an
nd
ppresented text. The no keyboard condition provides data to
m
most directly su
upport touch-ty
yping (i.e., eyees-free) on a flat
fl
ssurface. We co
ompare the no keyboard
k
and visible keyboard
cconditions in teerms of emergeent keyboard shape,
s
the spread
oof hits for indiv
vidual keys, keey-to-hand map
ppings, and ho
ow
aaccurately finger touches can
n be classified as specific key
ys.
F
Figure 6 showss key presses fo
or all participan
nts.

To quaantify errors, w
we calculated thhe keystrokes eentered per
charactter (KSPC) ratioo [29]:
KSPC

| |
| |

where IS is the input stream (includding backspacees) and T is
the traanscribed strinng. Recall thaat participants had been
asked tto delete the eentire word conntaining an errror if there
was unncertainty abouut where the eerror had occuurred. As a
result, KSPC was reelatively high for both condditions: on
averagge, 1.26 (SD = 0.02) for the vvisible keyboarrd and 1.29
(SD = 0.03) for no kkeyboard. Sincce we counted backspace
gesturees as key pressses for this anaalysis, 13.0% and 14.5%
of typeed keys were ccorrected in thee visible keyboard and no
keyboaard conditions,, respectively. Overall, the siimilarity of
the tw
wo conditions iindicates particcipants were nnot significantly hindered by haaving no visuaal keyboard to rreference.

M
Mean trial tim
me was 17.8 seconds (SD = 5.0) with th
he
vvisible keyboa
ard and 18.7 seconds (SD = 5.4) with no
n
kkeyboard. Partticipants resett on average 8.1% of triaals
((SD = 9.7) with
h no keyboard
d and 4.7% of trials (SD = 5..0)
w
with a visible keyboard (a Wilxocon
W
signeed-rank test was
w
nnot significant: z = 1.45, p = .147). Analysees in this sectio
on
aare done on thee text entered after
a
a reset, if one
o occurred.
O
On average, 81
1.4% of key prresses fell with
hin the boundin
ng
bbox of their corresponding
c
key for the visible
v
keyboard
ccondition (SD = 12.4). This number
n
may seeem low, but it is
nnot surprising given that participants weree provided on
nly
w
with asterisks and spaces as feedback. We revisit th
he
rreliability of keey presses laterr, in the Classiffication section
n.

Overalll Keyboard Shape

We w
were interested in the overaall keyboard sshapes that
would emerge whenn users were ggiven a visuall reference
versus having no vvisual constraaints (similar to touchtyping)). For this anaalysis, we calcculated key ceentroids for
each pparticipant. Sinnce participantss could place ttheir hands
malized the
anywhhere in the inpput area to tyype, we norm
centroiids so that each participant’ss centroids werre centered
aroundd the midpointt between theiir observed F and J key
centroiids (F and J ooften provide ssmall raised bumps on a
physicaal keyboard, aand thus are uused to place tthe hands).
Centrooids across all pparticipants aree shown in Figure 7.

(a) visiblle keyboard

Emerggent keyboardd shape is more arched in the ‘no
keyboaard’ condition than the ‘visiible keyboard’ condition.
We exxamined whethher having no visual constraaints would
result iin a more anatoomical keyboaard layout. Com
mparing the
angles between eachh neighboring pair of keys iin all rows

(b)) asterisk feedbaack, visible
(a) asterisk feedbaack, no
keyboard
keyboardd
pses of two
Figure 7. Centroids oof key hits witth contour ellip
n x and y direcctions. Bezier ccurves fitted
standarrd deviations in
to the ccentroids illustrrate curvature. Each participaant’s data is
translaated to the samee midpoint betw
ween F and J keeys. (N = 20)

(b) no keeyboard (overla
ay is for illustration only)
F
Figure 6. All key
y presses in asteerisk feedback conditions,
c
coloored by key labeel. Each participant’s data is trranslated to thee
ssame midpoint between
b
F and J.
J The visible keeyboard shows
m
more consistenccy across users than
t
no keyboarrd. (N = 20)
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examine the highest-order effect in detail: a three-way
interaction of keyboard × finger × row (F2.8,34.3 = 5.70,
p = .002). Significant pairwise comparisons (at p < .05)
showed differences were stronger with no keyboard: the
bottom row resulted in greater y-direction deviation than the
middle and top rows for the little and index fingers, and just
the top row for the ring finger. With the visible keyboard,
this pattern held, but was only significant with the index
finger. These results suggest that making the keys in the
bottom row taller may improve accuracy. For completeness,
the other significant effects were: finger (F3,57 = 17.88, p <
.001), row (F2,38 = 16.11, p < .001), keyboard × finger
(F3,57 = 4.65, p = .006), keyboard × row (F1.3,23.7 = 5.59,
p = .021), and finger × row (F1.3,3.7 = 6.96, p = < .001).

(except for the split between hands at T‐Y, G‐H, and B‐N)
provides an estimate of the deviation from a straight line for
that row, where an angle of 0º would be perfectly
horizontal. The mean absolute angle between each pair of
keys in the no keyboard condition was 9.9º compared to the
visible keyboard condition at 5.4º (significant difference:
t19 = 7.35, p < .001). Thus, a curved keyboard design should
best support touch-typing.
Distance between hands is greatest in the ‘no keyboard’
condition. We computed the average distance between the
rightmost keys of the left hand and the leftmost keys of the
right hand (between pairs T-Y, G-H, and B-N). On average,
there was 1.12" of space between the hands in the visible
keyboard condition (SD = 0.19") and 1.41" of space with no
keyboard (SD = 0.42"), a difference that was significant
(t19 = 4.17, p = .001). The mean distance in the visible
keyboard condition is more than the 0.9" of space between
visual key centers (t19 = 5.30, p < .001). This result shows
that users are most comfortable typing with a gap between
their hands. Even with a visible keyboard, the underlying
key press model may need to take this gap into account.

Key-to-Hand Mappings

The keyboard shape analyses showed that participants were
most comfortable with a gap between their hands. Although
the most obvious split would be based on the standard keyto-hand mapping for touch-typing (i.e., left hand: T, G, B
and keys to the left; right hand: Y, H, N and keys to the
right), an analysis of actual key-to-hand mappings indicates
that even skilled typists have idiosyncrasies in this respect.

Hit Point Deviations per Key

Where the keyboard shape analysis examined centroids of
key hits, a more detailed examination of the spread of hits
per key allows us to identify individual keys that may
benefit from an increase in size. We first calculated the
standard deviation of hits for each key per participant in xand y-directions. We then grouped the 26 letter keys by
finger and row, since previous research has shown these
factors can affect error rates [4]. For example, the Q, A, Z,
and P keys were grouped as little finger. For each of x- and
y-direction standard deviation, we ran a repeated measures
ANOVA with the following within-subjects factors: typing
input (no keyboard vs. visible keyboard), row (bottom,
middle, top), and finger (little, ring, middle, index).

Spacebar use is predominantly by only one thumb. Almost
all participants used only one thumb for the spacebar (right:
14 participants; left: 4 participants), replicating previous
results with a wearable keyboard [6]. There was no
relationship between handedness and thumb choice.
Middle keys were often shared between hands. Based on the
12 participants for whom we logged complete hand contour
data, we checked within which hand each key press
occurred. Some participants used the opposite hand or
alternated hands for the B, H, and Y keys (e.g., right hand
for B key). Excluding potential noise from mislabeled data
when there were few (< 5) key presses from a participant
using the opposite hand, we saw the left hand accounted for
16.7% of Y presses (3 participants) and 5.2% of H presses (1
participant), while the right hand accounted for 11.4% of B
presses (4 participants). In 0.15% of cases, the center of the
touch point was offset such that it fell between the hand
contours; half of such cases occurred with H.

Overall, hit point deviations were greatest in the ‘no
keyboard’ condition. There was a main effect of keyboard
for both x- and y-directions (x-direction: F1,19 = 10.77,
p = .004; y-direction: F1,19 = 39.28, p < .001). These results
reflect the pattern evident in Figure 6, that there was a
smaller spread of hits for each key when participants were
given visual constraints compared to when they were not.

Key Press Classification

The analyses presented above provide insight into how
keyboard layout and key size may be improved to support
touch-typing patterns on a flat surface. In this section, we
assess the reliability of key hit locations to evaluate how
accurate the modified designs could be. We perform simple
distance-based classification of key presses, both within a
participant, and between a participant and the group’s
average. Again, the no keyboard condition offers the closest
representation to eyes-free touch-typing.

The little finger resulted in the greatest horizontal spread of
hits. There was a main effect of finger on x-direction
deviation (F1.6,31.1=5.79, p = .011). Pairwise comparisons
showed the keys assigned to the little finger had
significantly greater x-direction deviation than the ring
(p = .033) and middle fingers (p = .024), while comparison
to the index finger was only a trend (p = .075). No other
significant main or interaction effects were found on xdirection deviation. This finding suggests that keys pressed
with the little finger should be widest.

User-dependent key press classification is highest with the
visible keyboard, yet still 90% with no keyboard. Using 10fold cross-validation, we calculated the centroid of key
presses for each training subset of the data, and classified

Bottom row keys, especially with ‘no keyboard’, resulted in
the greatest vertical spread of hits. All main and interaction
effects were significant for y-direction deviation, so we
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thhe remaining key presses based
b
on the closest
c
centroiid.
K
Key strikes were
w
relatively
y reliable for both keyboaard
cconditions, alth
hough more so for the visible keyboard. Mean
cclassification accuracy
a
was 90.0% (SD = 5.4%) for no
n
kkeyboard and 96.7%
9
(SD = 3.7%)
3
for the visible
v
keyboarrd.
T
The range was from 75.5% to
t 97.5% for no
n keyboard an
nd
887.0% to 99.8% for the visiible keyboard.. On the wholle,
ssubjects were consistent within
w
themsellves, repeated
dly
hhitting the samee places for thee same keys.
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(a) assterisk feedbackk, visible
(b
b) asterisk feedbback, no
keyboard
keyboardd
Figure 8. User-depen
ndent classificcation accuracyy per key,
h bottom row w
with no keyboardd. (N = 20)
showin g difficulty with

betweeen hands than the visible keeyboard condittion. There
was a larger spread of hits per keyy with no keybboard than
the vissible keyboardd. However, keey presses couuld still be
classifi
fied with 90% accuracy in thhe no keyboardd condition
using a simple user-dependent classificationn method.
Finallyy, some keys were pressedd with both hhands, and
bottom
m-row keys andd keys associatted with the little fingers
had thee greatest hit point deviationss.

C
Classification accuracy
a
per leetter is shown in
n Figure 8. Keys
inn the bottom ro
ow were the most
m difficult to
o classify with no
n
kkeyboard, whicch follows ourr earlier result that bottom ro
ow
kkeys had the hiighest y-directiion deviation. The U, I, J, an
nd
K keys were also
a
relatively
y difficult to classify
c
in bo
oth
kkeyboard con
nditions. Thiis finding requires mo
ore
innvestigation, but
b may be relaated to hand displacement
d
th
hat
ccould occur after a backspacee gesture with the
t right hand.

DISCU
USSION

IIncorrect classsifications mosst often occurrred as adjaceent
kkeys in the sam
me row. Based on
o the classificcation results, we
w
ccreated confussion matrices for each con
ndition. Overaall,
m
most incorrect classifications were adjacentt keys, verticallly
oor horizontally
y, with most occurring in the same ro
ow
((67.7% with the
t
visible keeyboard and 54.8% with no
n
kkeyboard). Exaamining wheth
her misclassificcations occurred
too the left, in th
he same colum
mn, or to the rig
ght, results weere
m
more evenly sp
plit: only 20.7
7% and 30.9% occurred in th
he
ssame column for the visiblee keyboard an
nd no keyboard
cconditions, reespectively. With
W
the viisible keyboard
ccondition, the most frequentt misclassificattions were JK
((4.0% of instan
nces), LK (3
3.4%), OI (2
2.6%) and UI
m
frequent misclassificattions in the no
n
((2.6%). The most
kkeyboard cond
dition were BV (7.6%) an
nd VB (7.5%
%).
T
The predominaance of same-ro
ow errors in th
he data, suggessts
thhat participantts found it eassier to reliably
y hit keys in th
he
vvertical directio
on than horizon
ntally.

Our ggoals were to identify typing patterns that could
improvve ten-fingerr, flat-surfacee keyboards, and to
investiigate the feasibbility of touch-ttyping on flat ssurfaces.
Design
n Recommend
dations

Inactivve palm area. T
To filter spurioous hand and arrm presses,
three ccolumns of spaace may be used, centered hhorizontally
at the m
midpoint betw
ween thumbs annd extending ddownward.
The leeft and right coolumns are innactive, while tthe middle
columnn may be useed for input ((including the spacebar).
Using 4" columns, this simple heeuristic wouldd eliminate
95% of non-fingerr touches in the asteriskk feedback
conditiions, and impaact only 0.2% oof finger touchees.
Spacebbar width. Spaacebar hits in oour visualizatioons suggest
the spaacebar should bbe narrower annd taller than a traditional
spacebbar. Reducing tthe size of keyys where possibble has the
potentiial to reducee spurious toouch points. Thus, we
recomm
mend a spacebbar extending ffrom the middlle of C to
the midddle of M for a keyboard of thhe size tested hhere.

U
User-independeent classificatiion lowers acccuracy by 19.5
5%
inn the ‘no keyb
board’ conditio
on. We calculaated the averag
ge
oof key centroiids for all ussers, translated
d so they weere
ccentered on the midpoint beetween the F and
a J keys. We
W
thhen classified
d each user’s input based on the averag
ge
ccentroids. The classification
n accuracy dro
opped from th
he
uuser-dependentt analysis to, on
n average, 93.1% (SD = 8.1%
%)
ffor the visible keyboard
k
cond
dition and 70.5%
% (SD = 15.2%
%)
ffor the no keyb
board conditio
on. The large drop
d
in accuracy
ffrom the user-d
dependent classsification for the no keyboard
ccondition indiccates that some degree of peersonalization is
nnecessary for ey
yes-free touch typing.

Keyboaard curvaturee. Rather than arranging eaach row of
keys sstraight acrosss, the asteriskk feedback, noo keyboard
conditiion demonstraates that rows should be arcched, more
represeentative of relaative finger lenngths and reachh.
Space between handds. Ten-finger keyboards shoould allow
for a gap betweenn hands. Wheen no constraaints were
imposeed on hand placement (asterisk feeddback, no
keyboaard), the averaage distance beetween the cennters of the
rightm
most keys on tthe left side oof the keyboarrd and the
leftmo st keys on the right side of thhe keyboard waas 1.41".
Relativve key sizes. Thhe keys assignned to the little finger and
the boottom row kkeys had greaater x- and yy-direction
deviatiion in key preess locations, respectively, than other
keys. T
These keys shoould be relativeely larger.

S
Summary of Major
M
Results

IIn the unrestricted typing condition,
c
userrs were able to
aachieve fast ty
yping speeds (59
( WPM) wheen they assumeed
thheir input wass correct. Extrra finger touch
hes were largeely
cconstrained to between typin
ng sequences, while
w
non-fing
ger
toouches were spatially
s
segmeented from thee finger touchees.
W
With asterisk feedback, thee keyboard sh
hape in the no
n
kkeyboard condiition was moree curved and had
h a greater gap

Key-too-hand mappinggs. Keys in thee middle of thee keyboard,
with either
especiaally B, H, andd Y, are someetimes typed w
hand. T
This finding iss relevant to spplit keyboard ddesigns, or
design s that place keyys relative to hhand locations.. Crossover
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was especially common with the B and Y keys, which could
potentially be placed on both sides of a split keyboard.

frequently looking at the keyboard (as in that condition), the
underlying model will need to adapt to each user.

In general, a more ergonomic layout should improve input
accuracy over a rectangular one. In the asterisk feedback,
visible keyboard condition, only 81.5% of key presses
occurred within key bounds. However, key press
classification based on the emergent key centroids for all
users was almost 12% higher.

Limitations

The conditions studied here provided either no feedback or
masked feedback to users. While this decision was
necessary to achieve our goals, providing users with
unmasked text output would certainly impact behavior,
allowing users to adapt their typing patterns to create more
accurate output if necessary. We plan to explore methods to
improve input accuracy, such as intelligently identifying
spurious touch points or using a pressure sensitive surface.
Further study is needed on how close experienced users will
come to achieving the ideal speeds seen in the unrestricted
condition. We predict that in real typing tasks users will
achieve speeds somewhere between the asterisk feedback
conditions and the unrestricted condition.

We did not explore different visual designs, but the visual
affordances of the keyboard would affect typing patterns.
Many of the recommendations listed here could be
implemented with or without a visual affordance. For
example, allowing for space between the hands could mean
the underlying keyboard model adjusts key centers away
from the middle of the keyboard, but it does not necessarily
mean that a visual gap must appear. Future work should
explore what the best visual affordance, if any, will be for
each design recommendation, and how user behavior
changes with respect to visual changes in the keyboard.

Our participants only included expert touch-typists, which
is a critical user group to study if the goal is to design the
most efficient text input methods possible. Although the no
keyboard conditions are not directly applicable to novice
typists, the resulting design recommendations may still
improve performance for those users; for example, the
observed differences in hit point deviations per key may be
reflective of basic human motor performance. Future work
will need to confirm the degree to which the visible
keyboard findings also apply to novice typists.

Towards Touch-Typing on Flat Surfaces

The goal of this study was not only to identify design
recommendations for current whole-hand touch screen
keyboards, but also to explore the feasibility of eyes-free
touch-typing on a flat surface. In the unrestricted typing
condition, where participants were not aware of input
errors, mean typing speed was 59 WPM. This number is
indicative of speeds that novice users could achieve with an
ideal ten-finger touch screen keyboard, and performance
should improve with use. The unrestricted condition was
slower than the physical keyboard, which we speculate may
be due to differences in the mechanics of the two setups
(i.e., flat surface vs. raised keyboard) and to previous
negative experiences with touch screens, which could have
made some participants initially hesitant. Again, with more
practice these effects should decrease.

Finally, we required users to place their hands consistently
at the start of each trial to reduce noise from potential hand
drift over the course of the study. Without this requirement,
we would expect a decrease in the reliability of key press
locations. Detecting the location of the user’s hands and
adjusting the keyboard if needed may be a useful approach
for mitigating this issue. Language modeling could also be
used to offset this projected decrease in accuracy.
CONCLUSION

We have investigated the unconstrained typing patterns of
20 expert typists on a flat surface. Our results demonstrate
that typing patterns differ when users are provided with a
visual keyboard compared to no visual affordance, yet key
press locations remain relatively reliable within an
individual. Design recommendations emerging from this
study should improve the effectiveness of static touch
screen keyboard designs. But our vision is to design
keyboards that will allow users to touch-type on a flat
surface. The results presented here should encourage
researchers to pursue this goal, and indicate that an
effective solution will require an element of
personalization. Future work should apply the design
recommendations here, and investigate the potential to
which touch-typing on flat surfaces can be achieved.

Key press classifications from the asterisk feedback, no
keyboard condition also point to the potential for touchtyping on a flat surface. With no visual constraints,
classification accuracy with a simple user-dependent model
was 90%. While 90% is hardly perfect, it could be
improved through more sophisticated classification
schemes. Language modeling would also improve
performance further (e.g., [7,14,30]). Word-level correction
approaches should be particularly effective here: such
approaches require clean segmentation between words, and
the spacebar was the easiest key to classify.
Personalization will most likely be a key element of any flat
surface keyboard that allows for touch-typing. We observed
many individual differences in terms of spacing between
hands, size and shape of key press distributions, and key-tohand mappings. Underscoring these findings, userdependent key press classification was about 20% more
accurate than user-independent classification for the
asterisk feedback, no keyboard condition. This disparity
suggests that if we want to allow users to type without
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